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World Social Report 2020
The essays in this book describe and analyze the current contours of the international financial system, covering both
developed and developing countries, and focusing on the ways in which the current international financial system
structures, and is affected by, profound inequalities in the international system. This keen analysis of key topics in
international finance takes a heterodox perspective, with focus on the role of inequalities in power in shaping the structure
and outcomes in the international sphere.

Inequality in Africa
What new theories, evidence, explanations, and policies have shaped our studies of income distribution in the 21st century?
Editors Tony Atkinson and Francois Bourguignon assemble the expertise of leading authorities in this survey of substantive
issues. In two volumes they address subjects that were not covered in Volume 1 (2000), such as education, health and
experimental economics; and subjects that were covered but where there have been substantial new developments, such
as the historical study of income inequality and globalization. Some chapters discuss future growth areas, such as
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inheritance, the links between inequality and macro-economics and finance, and the distributional implications of climate
change. They also update empirical advances and major changes in the policy environment. The volumes define and
organize key areas of income distribution studies Contributors focus on identifying newly developing questions and
opportunities for future research The authoritative articles emphasize the ways that income mobility and inequality studies
have recently gained greater political significance

Schooling and Difference in Africa
Issues in Modern African Politics
Racial Democracy and the Black Metropolis
This powerful volume challenges the conventional view that the concept of human rights is peculiar to the West and,
therefore, inherently alien to the non-Western traditions of third world countries.This book demonstrates that there is a
contextual legitimacy for the concept of human rights. Virginia A. Leary and Jack Donnelly discuss the Western cultural
origins of international human rights; David Little, Bassam Tibi, and Ann Elizabeth Mayer explore Christian and Islamic
perspectives on human rights; Rhoda E. Howard, Claude E. Welch, Jr., and James C. N. Paul examine human rights in the
context of the African nation-state; Kwasi Wiredu, James Silk, and Francis M. Deng offer African cultural perspectives; and
Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im and Richard D. Schwartz discuss prospects for a cross-cultural approach to human rights.

Development
These essays re-open the debate on certain accepted notions about African economic underdevelopment problems.

Inequality and Democratization
Examines key issues and debates relating to inequality and stratification. It covers such concepts as power, privilege,
prestige, class and status, and includes an assessment of the recent social changes in Eastern Europe and how these have
impacted on the system of inequality under communism.

Class and Inequality
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A journal of African politics, development and international affairs.

Your Pocket Is What Cures You
Despite the transition from apartheid to democracy, South Africa is the most unequal country in the world. Its extremes of
wealth and poverty undermine intensifying struggles for a better life for all. The wide-ranging essays in this sixth volume of
the New South African Review demonstrate how the consequences of inequality extend throughout society and the political
economy, crippling the quest for social justice, polarising the politics, skewing economic outcomes and bringing devastating
environmental consequences in their wake. Contributors survey the extent and consequences of inequality across fields as
diverse as education, disability, agrarian reform, nuclear geography and small towns, and tackle some of the most difficult
social, political and economic issues. How has the quest for greater equality affected progressive political discourse? How
has inequality reproduced itself, despite best intentions in social policy, to the detriment of the poor and the historically
disadvantaged? How have shifts in mining and the financialisation of the economy reshaped the contours of inequality?
How does inequality reach into the daily social life of South Africans, and shape the way in which they interact? How does
the extent and shape of inequality in South Africa compare with that of other major countries of the global South which
themselves are notorious for their extremes of wealth and poverty? South African extremes of inequality reflect increasing
inequality globally, and The Crisis of Inequality will speak to all those _ general readers, policy makers, researchers and
students _ who are demanding a more equal world.

The Economics of Developing Countries
This text presents a study of elite attitudes to poverty in developing countries and uses five cases, intended to be broadly
represetntative of the diversity of situations.

Human Development Report 2003
The Politics of Social Protection in Eastern and Southern Africa
Contains more that 300,000 records covering sociology, social work, and other social sciences. Covers 1963 to the present.
Updated six times per year.
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The Political Economy of International Finance in an Age of Inequality
Social Inequality, Collective Protest, and Political Violence in Some Formations of the
Periphery, 1960-1973
Patronage Politics Divides Us is the culmination of a research project that forms part of MISTRA's first suite of eight priority
research projects. The research explores the relationship between patronage, poverty, and inequality with a particular focus
on its impact on the conduct of local politics. The overall aim of the study was to explore the possibility of constituting
public institutions in a manner that enables them to become legitimate arbiters between the various interests, rather than
as instruments that are captured by contending interest groups for their own accumulation. Most importantly, this study
was necessitated by the realization that postapartheid patronage politics has not received sufficient scholarly attention. The
report is a profile of socioeconomic life in South Africa's various communities as experienced not only by locals but also by
foreign-born residents. The findings provide a window on relationships between councilors, business interests, and local
party organizations.

African Studies Review
Political Elites in Arab North Africa
In the wake of structural adjustment programs in the 1980s and health reforms in the 1990s, the majority of sub-Saharan
African governments spend less than ten dollars per capita on health annually, and many Africans have limited access to
basic medical care. Using a community-level approach, anthropologist Ellen E. Foley analyzes the implementation of global
health policies and how they become intertwined with existing social and political inequalities in Senegal. Your Pocket Is
What Cures You examines qualitative shifts in health and healing spurred by these reforms, and analyzes the dilemmas
they create for health professionals and patients alike. It also explores how cultural frameworks, particularly those
stemming from Islam and Wolof ethnomedicine, are central to understanding how people manage vulnerability to ill health.
While offering a critique of neoliberal health policies, Your Pocket Is What Cures You remains grounded in ethnography to
highlight the struggles of men and women who are precariously balanced on twin precipices of crumbling health systems
and economic decline. Their stories demonstrate what happens when market-based health reforms collide with material,
political, and social realities in African societies.
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Planning Language, Planning Inequality
This volume presents background information, research reports, and case studies of exemplary programs in bilingual
education in the United States. The title is taken from a recent study of the National Coalition of Advocates for Students on
the problems faced by immigrant children who are entitled to education but fail to find the support and services inside the
school. The authors argue that business as usual in English-only is not enough, but additional language support is essential
for equality of educational opportunity. Three case studies exemplify the diversity in language use in the United States and
in educational programs that fit that diversity. There is diversity in the communities served: recent immigrant, established
language minority, or indigenous Native American; diversity in what special resources, especially teachers and texts, are
created and used; and diversity in the use of language or languages in instruction. ISSN 0002-7162: $12.00 (pbk.).

A Current Bibliography on African Affairs
Durable Inequality
Research on the economic origins of democracy and dictatorship has shifted away from the impact of growth and turned
toward the question of how different patterns of growth - equal or unequal - shape regime change. This book offers a new
theory of the historical relationship between economic modernization and the emergence of democracy on a global scale,
focusing on the effects of land and income inequality. Contrary to most mainstream arguments, Ben W. Ansell and David J.
Samuels suggest that democracy is more likely to emerge when rising, yet politically disenfranchised, groups demand more
influence because they have more to lose, rather than when threats of redistribution to elite interests are low.

Patronage Politics Divides Us
Decolonization changed the spatial order of the globe, the imagination of men and women around the world and
established images of the globe. Both individuals and social groups shaped decolonization itself: this volume puts agency
squarely at the centre of debate by looking at elites and leaders who changed the course of history across the world.

Africa
Annotation Provides a fresh look at the causes and effects of inequality, drawing attention to the place of unequal
categories in exploitation.
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The Politics of Economic Inequality in Developing Countries
Discusses the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)--the targets set for reductions in poverty, improvements in health and
education, and protection of the environment around the world by the year 2015.

African political elites
"Compared to third world poverty (absolute deprivation), economic inequality (relative deprivation) in developing countries
has received little attention. In this book, Philip Nel shows that economic inequality has great significance for the
achievement of economic, political and human development in developing countries. He argues that a high level of
inequality undermines a country's growth potential, retards the development of social capital and trust, encourages
corruption and conflict, and jeopardizes the opportunities for consistent regime development. As inequality continues to
worsen in most parts of the developing world, this book provides a timely study on its causes and consequences."--Book
cover.

Asian and African Studies
This study of inequality in Africa rejects the orthodox approach of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund,
which neglects income distribution and advocates greater external economic reliance.

Sociological Abstracts
States, Markets, and Just Growth
This report examines the links between inequality and other major global trends (or megatrends), with a focus on
technological change, climate change, urbanization and international migration. The analysis pays particular attention to
poverty and labour market trends, as they mediate the distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It also provides
policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an equitable manner and considers the policy implications, so as
to reduce inequalities and support their implementation.

Forthcoming Books
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Bibliographie Mensuelle
How a black elite fighting racial discrimination reinforced class inequality in postwar America

Human Rights in Africa
This text updates and extends debates on issues of development and democracy, tracing trends in theoretical approaches
to development, regulation and postmodern debates, and investigates how the institutions of civil society relate to
upliftment in contemporary South Africa.

Encyclopedia of Africa South of the Sahara
The Politics of South African Cricket analyses the relationship between politics and sport, in particular cricket, in South
Africa. South African Cricket embraces an ethos that is symbolic of a wider held belief system and as such has distinctive
political connotations in the region. Sport in South Africa is certainly influenced by forces beyond the playing field, but
politics too can be influenced by the social and economic force of sport. Focusing on the sports boycott as a political
strategy, Jon Gemmell analyses the relationship between sport and politics through a historical analysis of South African
cricket. He employs case studies to explore the relationship between politics and South African cricket and argues
convincingly that cricket assisted the reform process by undermining the legitimacy of the apartheid regime.

The African Review
"A study prepared for the World Institute for Development Economics Research of the United Nations University (UNUWIDER)"

Handbook of Income Distribution
Since the 1950s when most African countries gained political independence, schooling has presented very difficult
challenges. In the discussion of these challenges, however, the issue of diversity has received relatively little attention.
Schooling and Difference in Africa aims to understand how differences such as ethnicity, class, gender, language, religion,
and disability play out in African schools systems, and more specifically in Ghana. Together, George J. Sefa Dei, Alireza
Asgharzadeh, Sharon Eblaghie Bahador, and Riyad Ahmed Shahjahan promote 'educational inclusion' in the context of
African schooling. The aspects of diversity explored in this study include: minority / majority relations, race, ethnicity,
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gender, language, class, religion, and physical (dis)ability. The authors build their analyses of these issues around a series
of interviews, which project a perspective that policy makers and administrators rarely seek out. By studying the challenges
of inclusive education in Ghana and, further, by making comparisons with the Canadian context, this volume seeks to shed
light on the ongoing struggle for an empowering school system in Africa and elsewhere.

The Politics of South African Cricket
This publication considers common concerns of developing countries in the search for sustainable development and growth
such as globalisation, democracy, poverty and inequality, while also emphasising special regional needs. It contains a
number of papers which discuss four key shared concerns: to what extent should states intervene in the market in order to
promote growth; how much emphasis should development strategies put on deliberate redistribution and/or poverty
alleviation; the impact of globalisation on developing countries in choosing their development paths; and whether
democracies are able to reconcile economic growth with distribution.

Addressing Misconceptions about Africa's Development
Poverty and Inequality in Middle Income Countries
This collection offers a timely reassessment of viable ways of addressing poverty across the globe today. The profile of
global poverty has changed dramatically over the past decade, and around three-quarters of the poor now live in middle
income countries, making inequality a major issue. This requires us to fundamentally rethink anti-poverty strategies and
policies, as many aspects of the established framework for poverty reduction are no longer effective. Featuring
contributions from Latin America, Africa and Asia, this much-needed collection answers some of the key questions arising as
development policy confronts the challenges of poverty and inequality on the global, national and local scale in both urban
and rural contexts. Providing poverty researchers and practitioners with valuable new tools to address new forms of poverty
in the right way, Poverty and Inequality in Middle Income Countries shows how a radical switch from aid to redistributionbased social policies is needed to combat new forms of global poverty.

New South African Review 6
An examination of how an individual's native language can affect their lifestyle. Topics covered range from maintenance of
the mother-tongue and second language learning, to the ideology of language planning theory, to education and language
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rights.

Elites and Decolonization in the Twentieth Century
Includes Proceedings of the Executive council and List of members, also section "Review of books".

Handbook of Political Science Research on Sub-Saharan Africa
Arranged alphabetically. In addition to biographies, extensive country information (primarily postindependence), and
historical events, the encyclopedia treats general topics in articles such as agriculture, political systems, and religion and
ritual.

Privatizing and Marketizing Socialism
This reference handbook assesses the significant political research in Africa during the last 30 years. The first part provides
general surveys on political and social change, development administration in Africa, and African international relations.
The second and third parts present regional and national analyses. A directory of major research centers in sub-Saharan
Africa and a select bibliography of reference works on the area complete this volume. This evaluative work by leading
scholars in African politics is fully indexed.

Elite Perceptions of Poverty and Inequality
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